The Template (Part 2)
Self Mastery in the Christ Consciousness
An Andromedan, Pleiadian, Orion Alternative
Social, Environmental, Political, Religious, and Health Answers

War
War is no longer appropriate in the days to come. The reaction and karma concerning
war will be amplified and accelerated. There are no holy wars and God does not side
with one of his children over the other. To war upon the other children of God in all their
diversity is in error. Every war has been a struggle for power and resources. Kings,
governments and religious institutions have misled the people since time began into
taking up arms against their fellow man and woman in the name of God and country.
You are living in a Global society with chemical, biological and atomic weapons of
immense destruction. No man or woman is an island. The evolution and survival of this
civilization demands evolving into peace. There are those who have financed and sold
arms to both sides of every war since Napoleon and have become very rich. Countries
that capitalize on exporting war across the globe and that are dependent on the
continuation of the war industry for survival are not founded on peace. There is a
collective karma and reaction concerning those who have been willing participants
capitalizing on war either knowingly or unknowingly. Mothers have lost their sons and
husbands, fathers have wept and innocent people in far off lands have been
slaughtered and suffered greatly. Their prayers will be answered. There is no longer a
need for a dependence on foreign oil nor the need to burn fossil fuels which is
destroying the environment. Warring over oil is not protecting national interest, it is
sustaining special interests desire to perpetuate dependency on an individual and
national level. You have had free energy since the forties. It is here now in many forms
and must no longer be suppressed. Countries must be allowed to evolve on their own.
There are many who believe offensive measures are the road to peace and security.
This is in direct conflict with universal law and creates both individual and collective
karma. One tenth of the military budget would end world hunger, another tenth would
end homelessness. Add another tenth to education and civilization will take a quantum
leap in evolution. War is not and never will be the answer. Even nature reacts violently
to these wars. Due to the natural disasters which are escalating, the military will need to
redirect their energies towards disaster relief and providing safety and protection in
service to the people which is what most in the military service desire, to be of service.
Many of the atrocities of war, betrayals of the civilian people by both religious and
governmental institutions and the war industry will be made known. No stone shall be
left unturned. It is time for truth to come foreword in all walks of life, a public apology
and restitution. It is time for true courage and impeccable integrity to be found. It is time

to forgive the past thus ending the cycle. It takes more wisdom and courage to avoid a
fight, state one’s truth and stand steadfast for peace. These are the true heroes.

Poverty
Poverty again comes from a false belief in separation. The gross uneven dispersal of
wealth and the manufactured lack created by the present monetary system is
contradictory to natural law. It has been in place and enforced for so long people now
just accept it as natural. Nature is abundant. One ear of corn produces over 500
kernels. Each stalk can produce a minimum of two ears which creates a thousand new
plants. The thousand new plants each create a thousand new kernels resulting in a
million new plants. This is the abundance of nature. It is not natural that anyone live in
poverty or lack for anything. Advanced civilizations want for nothing. Most simplify for
they have transcended material need, realize material objects possess no emotions or
joy, and self-worth is not measured by outer appearances, positions or how many one
has power over. Love, joy, acceptance and approval are all found from within. The
ultimate power in the universe is love, and service initiates the flow of love. The true test
of an evolved soul is not how many followers they have or govern, but how many they
empower to lead and govern themselves. Advanced races have also realized one can
become enslaved by material acquisitions, too many become a burden, a distraction
and the maintenance results in a loss of time, freedom and a depletion of natural
resources. There is no other reason other than pure greed, selfishness, arrogance and
the false belief in separation for poverty. Those who perpetuate and exemplify these
beliefs are neither to be looked up to nor to be worshipped for they are not very evolved.
Highly evolved people are selfless, service oriented, and do not see themselves as
separate. The most advanced cultures do not even have a monetary system. There is a
distribution of natural resources among advanced societies, yet it is based on
cooperation in service to the whole rather than competition. They do not incorporate
planned obsolescence into their products and most last forever until recycled. There
must first be a change in consciousness for this to work. The false belief in lack,
separation, greed and lust for power over the individual thus enslaving them through
dependency must end. When money is the manifesting force behind destiny and
production and profit take priority, it creates the perfect breeding ground for greed,
corruption, loss of individual freedom and actions which are not in the highest and best
good for Humanity and the Earth. In the long run it is not sustainable and everyone and
the environment suffer. Again the reaction or karma resulting from causing pain,
suffering or loss to another, withholding basic needs or enslaving them through
dependency as well as the reactions to actions which are not in the highest good for
Humanity and the Earth will be accelerated and amplified. The escalating Earth
changes are testimony of this. There have been many revolutions in the past as an
example of this process. Unfortunately history has shown that many a rich person and
those who betray the trust of the people in positions of both corporate and political
power often lose their kingdoms and their heads. We can choose peaceful evolution or
violent revolution. Either way a change is in the wind and the natural laws of cause and
effect, action/reaction or karma will prevail.

Disease
Disease has been eradicated in advanced civilizations. There are many factors to
disease. There are emotional factors, environmental factors, karmic factors and genetic
factors. A holistic approach is necessary to end disease. Process oriented therapies,
the technology to eliminate any virus, bacteria, mold or fungus electronically without
harming the body, herbal remedies, dietary changes, all exist today which would put an
end to most disease. They are suppressed in every arena. There is also the technology
to extend longevity. There is gene therapy to which only the rich have access. There are
those who capitalize on the pain and suffering of others creating dependencies in every
field of the healing arts. They have betrayed the Hippocratic oath and the trust of the
people. Many diseases can be prevented and healed very inexpensively through
changes such as cleaning up the environment, dietary changes, herbal remedies and in
some cases simply a change in attitude. This has all been suppressed in lieu of more
expensive, invasive treatment which statistics reveal often create dependencies and
provide symptomatic relief rather than a cure. Many of these expensive approaches are
not any more effective than the inexpensive cures. Money is now the overall manifesting
force behind destiny in the healing profession rather than the patient’s well-being and
cure. There is no money in a quick inexpensive cure. Western medicine is unsurpassed
in emergency and diagnostic care yet is living in the dark ages when it comes to
prevention and providing a cure. Any true healer would exhaust all measures and use
the ones which statistically provide the best results no matter the source or cost. The
care and healing of the patient must take first priority and be the manifesting force
behind destiny. Western medicine must correct its course and blend with other
modalities of healing. Every disease has a corresponding attitude and emotion which
must be addressed. There are process oriented therapies to administer that heal the
cause rather than treating the effect. The environment with all the toxins and
carcinogens needs to be cleaned up. The dietary changes must include whole, natural
organic foods adjusted to the needs of the individual. Herbal remedies as well as
vitamin and mineral supplements can also be administered to each individual according
to one’s needs. The latest techniques in gene and longevity therapies must also be
available to everyone, not just the rich. Prevention must take first priority. Operations
and surgery in many cases can be prevented and should only be used in case of
emergencies. The overwhelming costs in health care can be greatly diminished if these
simple measures are taken. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure and
education is first priority concerning taking individual responsibility for one’s personal
health.

Government
Government is in most cases out of touch with and no longer serves the people who it
was created to serve. It has become polarized in endless power struggles, self-serving
or in service to the few rather than the many. Whenever you create a position of power
outside of self, there will always be those who desire power over the individual that will

snatch it up, betray a trust and diminish individual rights and freedom. The further away
the power is placed outside of the individual, the more the door is open to corruption
and abuse of power. Individual freedom and our rights to be sovereign citizens have
been almost entirely eliminated while we slept, and now we have a dictatorial
democracy. The highest form of government is a republic governed by consensus.
There is no need for big government. The administrative powers need to be returned to
local administrators who are as well governed by consensus. One of the basic flaws in
the foundation of both religious and governmental beliefs is that Humanity is evil,
ignorant and cannot govern themselves. We are governed for the most part by
lawmakers who have written the laws of society in their behalf or on behalf of big
business. The cost of living has skyrocketed due to the cost of doing business which
has tripled to meet the demands of regulatory agency upon agency and the insurance
costs driven up by the lawyers. One of the most corrupt aspects of society is the present
justice system. Justice for the most part depends on who you know and how much
dough. We have the best justice system money can buy. The justice departments and
enforcement agencies will never solve the problem of crime. The root cause of crime is
poverty, the gross uneven dispersal of wealth. The present governing body preserves
and perpetuates the manufactured lack. If you want to stop crime, stop the
manufactured lack. The justice department and other enforcement agencies are full of
people working out their own issues vicariously through the system in often blatant
abuses of power. This creates more problems through adversity rather than solving
them through cooperation and service. This adds nothing to the gross national product
and produces nothing other than an enormous burden on the people. Government must
return to everyday people of integrity who desire to serve and empower the individual,
end the adversity and cooperate in service to the whole. Money again cannot be the
determining factor in elections. This country was created as a republic governed by the
people’s consensus. It was not intended to be a dictatorial democracy governed by
international bankers, big business and political puppetry. Our government now is
corrupt, polarized, based on adversity rather than cooperation, and the lust for power
and wealth has taken priority over honesty, impeccable integrity, trustworthiness and
service to the few instead of the many. Advancements in science, education, alternative
healing and health care, free energy, antigravity and almost every beneficial area of life
where citizens can become healthier, abundant, independent and self-sufficient are
often suppressed. This is all to maintain the status quo and dependency on government
and big business. It is time for a change. Advanced cultures have very small
governments in relationship to the population. The population is for the most part
sovereign, self-sufficient and does not need big government for they govern themselves
most efficiently. The most advanced civilizations have spiritual leaders who serve the
greater good and do what is for the highest good of the people and the environment.
Religion
There will be a major transition in religion. Those who have chosen this profession will
have to make another choice. The choice will be rather to serve an institution or God.
They will have to choose whether administering to the needs of the people takes

precedence over the demands of the institution. Those who have chosen a religion will
also have to make a choice. Does this religion serve Humanity or is it self-serving?
Does it promote Universal Peace, Brother/Sisterly Love, Equality, Individual Freedom
and Prosperity for All? Does it empower the individual to make one’s own personal God
connection? Does it promote fear, unworthiness, guilt, and wrathful images separate
from man and nature? Are the images lacking in omnipresence which separates man
from God, his neighbor and nature? Does it honor the Creator in all creation? Does it
demonize, judge and condemn others of different cultures and paths? If a man or
woman knows God by another name, has a different master, saint or sage, yet offers
the same basic understandings, are they welcome and listened to? One of the most
misunderstood quotes which has separated Christians from other cultures is one
passage attributed to Jesus when he said, “I AM the way, the truth and the light; no man
shall enter heaven but through me.” Beforehand he said, “I of myself do nothing for the
Father within doeth the works.” God was speaking through Jesus. Often those who do
not accept Jesus the personality and the man are judged, condemned, etc.. God is the
way, and that same God consciousness was reached by other saints, sages and
mystics throughout the various cultures around the world. This separation and judgment
must end. Jesus stood for infinite love, compassion and forgiveness, and it is time we
made that our ideal. Most master teachers of all faiths transcended all religious and
cultural boundaries into a universal love for all people and all life. This is where religions
will need to go in the days to come because love and compassion for all people are
necessary attributes for the future. It would better serve Humanity and God to focus on
Universal Peace, Brother/Sisterly Love, Equality, Individual Freedom and Prosperity for
All, and a strong reverence for life in all forms. Now is the time for churches to inspire
the Universal Principles and Understandings necessary for a healthy society and
environment and administer to the needs of those less fortunate. Warring over names,
images and doctrines in endless power struggles is a disservice to God and Humanity.
It is time for everyone to come together in one great harmonic chord each singing
praises each in one’s own unique way to the one Creator of all people all life. Look for
the similarities not the differences and allow love to be the first and foremost priority as
well as the manifesting force behind all creation.
Education
Education is a priority. Everything begins in consciousness. This is conveyed and
agreed upon by Eastern and Western religions as well as quantum physics. Jesus said,
“As you believe, so it is.” Buddha said, “We are what we think; all that we are arises in
our thoughts; with our thoughts we create the world.” Quantum physics has taken us to
the realization that creation moves from something beyond the light to light, then energy
and lowered once more in frequency to mass. There is some creative intelligence
beyond the light which cannot be measured to which everything owes its origins, and
exists within it. It is called consciousness or thought. Every action and every
manifestation is preceded by thought, a conscious and in some cases an unconscious
choice. Therefore it is first and foremost a priority to renew the mind and focus on the
Universal Principles and Understandings necessary for a healthy society and

environment. Advanced civilizations know the creation, maintenance and preservation
of the highest consciousness and energy often referred to as cause will have a
tremendous beneficial effect upon a civilization and the environment. These Universal
Principles and Understandings are greatly lacking in today’s standard curriculum and
now society in general. Children are often taught recycled ignorance from old texts
much of which has been proven incorrect. They are also taught to compete rather than
cooperate, become mass consumers chasing love, joy and self-worth through material
acquisition and outer appearances. Production and technology are often stressed as a
priority. The lack of love, joy, happiness, self-worth and insecurity in our present society
is a reflection of this. The rapid increase in suicides, violence and crime within our youth
are all byproducts of the failure and dysfunction of society to provide what they need on
a mental, emotional and spiritual level. Do you love your neighbor? Do you cooperate
rather than compete with them? Do you trust them with your car keys, house keys, etc.?
Do you even know them? If they were in need of food or financial assistance would you
help them with any surplus? Are any of these things taught to your children? Were they
taught to you? Maybe it is time they were taught? There are basic Universal Principles
and Understandings necessary for a healthy society and environment. There are new
discoveries in all fields of science that have been suppressed or not available for
various reasons which need to come forward. Discoveries in Astronomy, Geology,
Archeology, History, Science and Physics, etc.. They can be taught in phases or levels.
It is easier to lay the foundation of truth early rather than begin later and build on a lie.
The foundation to be a decent human being is also wise to begin early. Advanced
societies know that each child is different with a unique purpose, talents and abilities. To
nurture these talents allowing the individual to excel in one’s own unique way inspiring
service, giving back to society, will cause a quantum leap in evolution. Giving children
an open and equal forum, allowing them to solve and take responsibility for many of
life’s challenges will also create self-worth and empower them as individuals.
Environment
Solutions to cleaning up the environment have also been available for quite some time.
Free energy is here. It has also been around for quite some time, though suppressed,
and it would end the need to burn fossil fuels, build atomic reactors not to mention the
deadly waste, and dam up rivers destroying natural habitat and fish runs. It is hard to
imagine a world where household, transportation energy and communication needs can
all be handled self-sufficiently eliminating any dependency. The technology all exists,
yet those who depend on your dependency to them for your energy needs have worked
arduously to suppress and destroy these devices and those who built or invented them.
The condition of your environment now demands that these come forward in order for
civilization to continue. Due to rapidly escalating Earth changes the present distribution
system will not provide for your needs in the days to come. There will be disruptions on
every level as far as your dependencies for water, sewer, electrical, heat, transportation
and communication needs. The Sun will play an important factor in this arena as it
continues to expand and release flares and coronal mass ejections. The
electromagnetic pulses will wreak havoc on the power communication grids as well as

disable most of your satellites. The environment can no longer tolerate the pollution and
wholesale destruction of man. Petroleum products in pesticides, herbicides and other
household products must be eliminated wherever possible. There are Earth friendly
organic substitutes to take their place. There are organic farming methods and
remineralization of the soil which will provide healthy enriched foods high in vitamin and
mineral content which studies have shown to be drought, frost, disease and pest
resistant. The hybridization of plants dependent on chemical herbicides and pesticides
are not beneficial in the long run and are the cause of many of today’s diseases among
people and animal populations. There is confusion in the genetics, confusion in the soil,
and confusion in the body of those who eat them. It is nature’s job to remove confusion
which is where many of our problems arise. The latest attempts by mega-corporations
to create terminator hybrids which destroy the ability of all other related plants, even
wild varieties related to their species to reproduce from their own seed is an atrocity to
life. It is based upon pure greed and the desire to control through dependency. If
allowed, mass starvation will occur in countries that depend on reseeding their fields
and crops from previous crops. This will also cause the destruction of many genetically
related wild species of plants and is an example of corporate science at its worst. The
forests also need to be left alone to replenish themselves. They have suffered greatly
due to droughts, fires, erratic weather and the intrusions of man. There are methods to
create lumber and paper out of brush (Hemp) and boards which are strong, durable and
fire resistant out of recycled plastic. There are also methods of building homes out of
recycled plastic panels and shotcrete which are virtually wind, fire, flood and earthquake
proof. If properly designed and located in harmony with nature they will stand for many
generations. These homes are very energy efficient requiring very little to heat. The
waste of consumerism must also be curbed. Recycling is a step, yet even the
overproduction of many unnecessary items as well as planned obsolescence is
destroying natural resources and creating monumental land fills. Much of the waste and
toxic chemicals finds its way into rivers, oceans, and into your very drinking water. Even
the rain has become deadly in some areas due to what is in the air. Measures to reduce
the rise in population are also necessary. Many of the wars, diseases, famines and
plagues as well as the destruction of the environment owe their root cause to
overpopulation and competition for resources. Genocide is not the answer; education
and personal responsibility is. It is best to paint a picture to bring this understanding
forward. Imagine not having your noses to the grindstone, backs bent working in a
competitive high pressure environment, mortgaged to the gills doing a job that you really
do not wish to do. Imagine yourself living in a futuristic dome in a beautiful environment
which provides all of your energy and communication needs self-sufficiently. Imagine a
vehicle that runs on electricity fueled by a free energy device. Imagine the extra time
and freedom self-sufficiency would give you to do what you want to do, what brings you
joy. Imagine a beautiful garden and a market place where everyone shares. Imagine
just out your door are serene deserts, lush fields, forests, streams, rivers and lakes
abundant with life. Imagine life the way it is meant to live. If you can imagine it you can
have it; if you act on it, you can create it. All that you need to create this dream exists to
this day.

The Template is already in place. It is set in the ethers and often referred to as the 5th
world, Sathya Yuga, or the Golden Age of God. It would be wise to set aside some time
each day for prayer and meditation to align with and understand one’s unique purpose
and individual part to play in the awakening and healing of Humanity and the Earth.
Those who cannot align themselves with love and compassion in service to the highest
and best good of Humanity and the Earth will not fair well as the new higher
consciousness and energy makes its presence known. We are entering exciting times
with unprecedented social, economic and physical Earth Changes, a time for choosing.
"The path is so simple even a fool need not err." Isaiah
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